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Abstract
The researchers examines and developed two different scenarios to identify and assess different cold storage time-space
optimization of fresh agricultural products in Tamil Nadu, India. These overall time-space optimization method in logistics
creates cost minimization, manpower planning, waste management, effective inventory techniques and quality maintenance.
In scenario 1, the researchers consider how to maintain and measure time optimization in cold storage system of fresh
agricultural products. In scenario 2, consider how to sustain and portion space optimization in cold storage system of fresh
agricultural products.
Key words:Time-Space
.
Optimization, Cost Minimization, Manpower Planning, Waste Management, Effective Inventory Techniques and Quality
Maintenance.
INTRODUCTION
The worldwide worry over ecological dangers caused by different business tasks has driven analysts and experts to investigate assortment of ways to deal
with diminish general carbon impression of a firm. Along these lines, the business associations have begun reframing their vital and operational arrangements to
enhance the natural execution of the items and general assembling forms beginning from acquirement of items till the conveyance of completed products.
Subsequently, an entire combination and effective coordination among every one of the individuals from store network including crude material providers, makers,
wholesalers, and clients is required (Fahimnia and Jabbarzadeh 2006). To be a market pioneer, minimal effort and responsiveness are the key achievement factors.
Coordination exercises make high cost decreasing intensity of the organization, particularly for the remote creation base. Subsequently, coordinations exercises
which are conveyance arranging, cargo forwarder and conveyance mode determination must be improved (Arayapan and Warunyuwong, 2010). A considerable lot
of them don't comprehend the workmanship and study of coordinations. The science behind coordinations has constantly been there, anyway not generally known
by anyone outside the business. Science is distinctively connected with every methodology inside a generation arrange since it anticipates that associations will
design, realize, and execute strategies in light of free market action outlines, transportation costs, and stock levels to give a few cases. This suggests associations
must grasp budgetary drivers, lean systems, deciding models, and resource use as a noteworthy part of their orchestrating shapes. Streamlining space inside a truck
requires a significant measure of needing to lessen general costs. The craftsmanship behind progression starts truly and the inherent ability to get the most thing
inside a limited measure of room. Space streamlining and convincing undertakings relies upon both experience and precise estimations.
Literature Review:
Simulation as a sociology inquire about device is characterized by Dawson (1962) as the development and control of a 'operating' model, that is, a physical or
emblematic portrayal of all or a few parts of a social or mental process. For the social researcher, recreation prompts fabricating a model of an individual or
gathering process and trying different things with the replication of this procedure by controlling the factors and their interrelationships inside the model. By
building up a model, the parts and connections which are guessed as urgent are dreamy from the real world. Corridor (1976) takes note of: 'A model is a
hypothesis. Acknowledgment of a PC program as "great" social hypothesis is reliant upon one's acknowledgment of the dependable scholar and his suspicions. It is
imperative to know both (p. 186). To the degree that these suppositions are outlandish, the legitimacy of the model is diminished, and to the degree that a model
contains formal hypothetical connections not exactly acquired, the pertinence of the model is diminished.' (p. 186). Displaying and Simulation are basic devices for
the outline and examination of compartment terminals. A PC model can copy the exercises at different levels of subtle elements and catch the basic connections
among the subsystems. Examination in light of the reproduction is especially helpful for planning new terminals, making changes to existing terminals, and
assessing the advantages of new assets or effects of task approaches (Huang et al, 2008). Discrete Event Simulation (DES) models help to accomplish a few
points: defeat scientific impediments of advancement approaches, bolster computergenerated systems/strategies and make them more justifiable, and bolster chiefs
in day by day choice procedures through an ''imagine a scenario where'' approach (Carten and Luca, 2012. Legatet al, (2012) exhibit lining based portrayal of the
housekeeping procedure in a genuine compartment terminal and comprehend it by discrete-occasion reproduction to I) survey the proficiency of the housekeeping
activities under unanticipated occasions or process unsettling influences and ii) gauge the related profitability and holding up wonders which, thusly, influence the
vessel turnaround time. Ports with multimodal transportation frameworks are specifically intricate as they regularly work with ships touching base to at least one
terminals, numerous quay cranes, elastic tyred gantry cranes, and trucks conveying compartments of various kinds to terminals. With a few assets of various kinds
operating and connecting, the framework can be complex to the point that it is difficult to anticipate the conduct of the framework and its execution measurements
without the utilization of recreation.
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Fresh Agricultural Products In India:
The historical backdrop of Agriculture in India goes back to Indus Valley Civilization Era and even before that in a few sections of Southern India. Today,
India positions second worldwide in cultivate yield. Horticulture and united divisions like ranger service and fisheries represented 13.7% of the GDP (total
national output) in 2013, around half of the workforce. The financial commitment of horticulture to India's GDP is relentlessly declining with the nation's wide
based monetary development. All things considered, horticulture is demographically the broadest financial division and assumes a critical part in the general
financial texture of India. India traded $38 billion worth of horticultural items in 2013, making it the seventh biggest rural exporter worldwide and the 6th biggest
net exporter. A large portion of its agribusiness sends out serve creating and slightest created countries. Indian farming/agricultural and prepared sustenances are
traded to in excess of 120 nations, basically in the Middle East, Southeast Asia, SAARC nations, the EU and the United States.
Research Questions:
1.
How to maintain and measure time optimization in cold storage system of fresh agricultural products?
2.
How to sustain and portion space optimization in cold storage system of fresh agricultural products?
Simulation:
Business simulations have had an imperative influence in administration improvement exercises for a long time, yet the universe of business is changing
quickly and supervisors' duties are evolving as well. In the event that simulations are to stay important they should stay informed concerning these progressions,
and ideally foresee them. Contends that while great "specialized" advancements have happened in the outline and utilization of business simulations in the course
of the most recent couple of years, other, rather unique changes, need to occur or reproductions will chance ending up progressively immaterial (Fripp,
1997).Several research papers (Meketon 1987; Jacobson and Schruben 1989; Safizadeh 1990; Abramson2007;Alkhamis et al, 1999, Anderson and Ferris 2001;
Andradóttir 2006; Ayvaz 2010; Balakrishna et al, 2007; Barton and Meckesheimer 2006; Bhatnagar 2005; Birge and Louveaux 2011; Carson and Maria 1997;
Chen 1996; Chick 2006; Cohn et al, 1996) have identified the development of simulation model on time and space optimization.

Fig. 1: Cold StorageSystem.
Model Establishment:
j: number of procurement centre for fresh agricultural products [j= (1, 2, 3, 4……….n)]
k: number of cold storage centre for fresh agricultural products [k= (1, 2, 3, 4……….n)]
Qd = Customer Demand
Decision making variables
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Fj = Fixed time duration taken in the procurement centre
Fx = Fixed space optimization taken in the cold centre
Wj = Variable cost
Qjk = Shipment quantity from procurement centre j to cold storage k
Qk= Shipment quantity from cold storage k to customers
Sj = Distance between procurement centre j to cold storage k
-----

(1)

The objective function (1) maximize the time and space optimization, which is sum of the procurement centre, cold storage centre, Fixed time duration taken
in the procurement centre and Fixed space optimization taken in the cold storage centre.
----

(2)

----

(3)

----

(4)

----

(5)

----

(6)

----

(7)

Equations 2 to 7 denotes the variable cost involved to shipping fresh agricultural products from the procurement centre to cold storage centre.
----

(8)

----

(9)

Equations 8 and 9 examines the shipping quantity from procurement centre ‘j’ to cold centre ‘k’.
----

(10)

----

(11)

----

(12)

----

(13)

Equations 10 to 13 explains the shipping quantity from cold storage ‘k’ to customer destination.
----

(14)

----

(15)

Equations 14 and 15 are proposed simulations related to managerial considerations observed mostly in the time and space optimization for cold of fresh
agricultural products in Tamil Nadu, India.
Conclusion:
In fresh vegetables and fruits storage system time-to-customer, space, inventory punctuality and throughput time, are important competition factors in maketo-order quality delivery. The fresh vegetables and fruits are usually complex systems consisting of storage because it is all perishable and highly consumable
goods, which are cultivated in different farm lands, sometimes in different states. Naturally, the amount of time optimization and size of the space optimization is
significant factor to reduce cost minimization, manpower planning, waste management, effective inventory techniques and quality maintenance. Here researcher,
we have established simulation model for time and space optimization for cold of fresh agricultural products in Tamil Nadu, India. All this makes planning and
management of time reduction and maximum space utilization in cold storage.
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